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From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Sat Sep 2 12:01:21 2000
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: How To Write a GOOD Family History
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10008301538030.16382-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Hello all, I am hoping someone can help me out. I have a patron who is
looking for a book which discusses how to write a good family history
that would really interest a wide variety of folks and truly be a good
product. She is not looking for guides on how to research, etc. She and
I have gone through the books in our genealogy collection and a few had
pages that looked interesting. Also, she has looked at a few of the
popular family histories in our circulating collection. She is looking
more for a discussion on how to keep it interesting and so forth. A
writing guide directed towards family historians. For those of you
familiar with the writings on writing ... sort of a "Writing Down the
Bones" for genealogists. Any thoughts?? Please! Mary Mannix
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Sat Sep 2 12:21:34 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: How To Write a GOOD Family History
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6144-4488-2000.09.02-11.00.17-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009021114230.113-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
Mary,
How about one of the following?
"The Complete Idiot's Guide to Writing Your Family History" by Lynda
Rutledge Stephenson
"Producing a Quality Family History" by Patricia Law Hatcher
"Writing the Family Narrative" by Lawrence P. Gouldrup
"One Memory at a Time : Inspiration and Advice for Writing Your Family
Story" by D.G. Fulford
"Writing Family History and Memoirs" by Kirk Polking
Drew
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science

University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From pgosik at tln.lib.mi.us Mon Sep 4 17:00:41 2000
From: pgosik at tln.lib.mi.us (Pamela Gosik)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: 1910 Census reference question
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.05.10009041549060.11853-100000@tln.lib.mi.us>
I had a patron last week who was using the 1910 Wayne Co (Detroit)
Michigan census. In the last three columns of the census labeled Veteran
of Civil War, Blind, and Deaf/Dumb he found numbers instead of answers to
the questions. These numbers appeared on only head of household lines and
were 4 or 3 numbers with dashes between them. Examples;
15-5-4-3
15-5-3-3
15-5-3-9
10-x-0-0
10-x-0
I checked my books on the censuses and none of them explain what they
mean. Anyone know?
Pamela Gosik
Head of Adult Reference
Royal Oak Public Library
222 E. Eleven Mile
P.O. Box 494
Royal Oak, MI 48068-0494
(248) 541-1470 Fax (248) 545-6220

From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Mon Sep 4 16:32:13 2000
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: 1910 Census reference question
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-6195-4715-2000.09.04-16.06.04--MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.4.21L.0009041526180.3200-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
Claire Prechtel-Kuskens of NARA answered this one for us about a year and
a half ago. See her article on "Clues in Census Records 1850-1920" at
www.nara.gov/genealogy/cenclues.html. I quote "a word of caution:columns
30-32 are often overwritten with numbers like 2-1-0-0 or 6-9-0-0. These
numbers are not the answers for columns. but were date summaries used by
census tabulators."
I remeber because I had always been telling patrons this without being
sure why I thought so. I worked it into an article in our genealogical
society newsletter, too. In my opinion, Claire is a major asset to this
list!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."

Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From egrundset at dar.org Tue Sep 5 10:39:55 2000
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: Family Bibles
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF4864D4C7B@darmail.clark.net>
I can't recall if I replied to this message or not, but, yes, the DAR
Library gladly accepts any and all family Bible records.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
-----Original Message----From: Laura Carter [SMTP:carterl@mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us]
Sent: Thursday, August 31, 2000 4:52 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: Family Bibles
Sandy,
Does the DAR still collect family Bible records? Several years ago,
someone brought
in a very old family Bible they found in a house they had just
bought. Having
already checked with the previous owners who said it did not belong
to them (the
previous owner had also tried to find the owner when they bought
the house) they
called us. I called one of the local DAR members and she came and
picked it up to
send to I assume the DAR Library in DC. It had lots of late 1700
and early 1800
info. seemingly from PA. PA is a long way from GA!
Laura
Sandy Day wrote:
>
>
>
>
does

Hi:
Just to let everyone know I have already received 5 replies to my
inquiry and all but one had the same situation with their census
microfilm. So I at least know that our microfilm is not unique. It

> not answer how or why this happened though.
>
> I now have a new question.
> A patron yesterday asked me a question that has not been posed to

me

> before. She is older and has a Family Bible and other personal
items of
> genealogical value. She says that her family is definitely not
> interested in keeping any of these when she is gone. How many
times have
> we all heard that? As I explained to her, when she is gone and the
> family goes through her belongings they will more than likely toss
out a
> lot of these things. And then, more than likely, when they are
older
> they will kick themselves for having done so.
>
> Her question to me was is there a place she can donate these items
and
> confidently know they will be preserved. I told her that the only
> suggestion I had was that our library is not a depository for such
items
> but we would love to copy the marriage records etc that is
documented
> inside the bible. I also told her that the local historical asso.
in our
> county may take it but I am not really sure that they would.
> Does anyone have any other ideas of what I could tell her?
>
> Thanks
>
> Sandy Day
> Schiappa Library
> Steubenville, OH
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
CARTERL@MAIL.CLARKE.PUBLIC.LIB.GA.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
carterl@mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From janab at slip.net Tue Sep 5 15:07:49 2000
From: janab at slip.net (Jana Black)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003

Subject: another census puzzler
References: <LYRIS-30815-4788-2000.09.05-00.01.06-janab#slip.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39B560A5.F4E22E53@slip.net>
Hello all,
In several entries, the *Marital Status* column of the 1910 Okanagon Co., WA Census
shows the notations "M1" or "M2" ....can anyone explain what it
means? (I looked on the NARA page and saw nothing....). The couple we were looking
up was identified in a column further over as having been married
for 14 years, so it isn't that... Help?
Jana Black

From janab at slip.net Tue Sep 5 16:41:08 2000
From: janab at slip.net (Jana Black)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: another census puzzler
References: <LYR30815-2612-2000.08.25-00.01.14--janab#slip.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39B57684.4A948826@slip.net>
WOW!
6 replies in half an hour - thanks to one and all - the consensus is the same :
M1 means 1st marriage
M2 means second marriage
Thanks,
Jana

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Fri Sep 8 13:02:26 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: Census totals
Message-ID: <39B90D92.65A3C752@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I had a patron give me a really odd request yesterday. I am hoping
someone can help.
Here goes:
Is there any place where we can get census TOTALS for 1900 and 1910? To
be specific, the patron is wanting CITY totals not county totals for
various states, mostly OH, PA and WV but there may be others. He wants
to know what the city population would have been in 1900 and 1910 for
various cities he is working on. I can supply just about every town in
Jefferson Co Ohio but this is not all he wants. Is there some place to
locate this info?
Thanks in advance!!
Sandy Day

Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From JohnR238 at aol.com Fri Sep 8 13:38:22 2000
From: JohnR238 at aol.com (JohnR238@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:52 2003
Subject: Census totals
Message-ID: <f6.28fce22.26ea6ffe@aol.com>
>>Is there any place where we can get census TOTALS for 1900 and 1910? To
be specific, the patron is wanting CITY totals not county totals for
various states, mostly OH, PA and WV but there may be others. He wants
to know what the city population would have been in 1900 and 1910 for
various cities he is working on. I can supply just about every town in
Jefferson Co Ohio but this is not all he wants. Is there some place to
locate this info?
Here's the URL
and it's a GREAT one to play with
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/census/
You can extract just about any kind of counts you want.
Just don't go looking for great grandpa! (grin).
John Rigdon
ResearchOnLine
http://www.researchonline.net
From jtolman at ancestry.com Fri Sep 8 11:43:55 2000
From: jtolman at ancestry.com (John Tolman)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Census totals
Message-ID: <EFA19F5FBB94D311B83B0008C7F352D206A86244@moose.ancestry-inc.com>
You can go to our site now! We have the 1790 census images on line and we
will shortly have all census from 1790 to 1920 online. New technology will
allow you to view these images from the comfort of you own home. Give it a
look!
http://www.ancestry.com/search/io/main.htm
John Tolman
-----Original Message----From: JohnR238@aol.com [mailto:JohnR238@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2000 10:38 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [genealib] Re: Census totals
>>Is there any place where we can get census TOTALS for 1900 and 1910? To
be specific, the patron is wanting CITY totals not county totals for

various states, mostly OH, PA and WV but there may be others. He wants
to know what the city population would have been in 1900 and 1910 for
various cities he is working on. I can supply just about every town in
Jefferson Co Ohio but this is not all he wants. Is there some place to
locate this info?
Here's the URL
and it's a GREAT one to play with
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/census/
You can extract just about any kind of counts you want.
Just don't go looking for great grandpa! (grin).
John Rigdon
ResearchOnLine
http://www.researchonline.net
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jtolman@ancestry.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From Smith at ngsgenealogy.org Fri Sep 8 14:24:59 2000
From: Smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Dates of enumerations
Message-ID: <AB91B35CE10BD411B92E00902773C23F07E97A@hecate.liebgott.com>
Greetings List:
I have a volunteer who has heard of a South Carolina web site that provides
specific dates on which the enumerations for Orangeburg District and
Beaufort Districts were taken. We have been unable to find such a web site
ourselves so I thought I would apply to the experts!
Thanks!
Dereka Smith, MLS
National Genealogical Society
1-800-473-0060 ext. 331
4527 17th Street North
Arlington, VA 22207

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Fri Sep 8 13:30:15 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Census totals
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6352-6004-2000.09.08-12.20.54--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.U
S@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000908123015.007cbd00@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>

Look in Population Abstract of the United States, comp. & ed. by John L.
Andriot, Andriot Associates, McLean, VA, 1983, volume 1 of 2 volumes.
At 12:02 PM 9/8/00 -0400, Sandy Day wrote:
>Hi:
>I had a patron give me a really odd request yesterday. I am hoping
>someone can help.
>Here goes:
>
>Is there any place where we can get census TOTALS for 1900 and 1910? To
>be specific, the patron is wanting CITY totals not county totals for
>various states, mostly OH, PA and WV but there may be others. He wants
>to know what the city population would have been in 1900 and 1910 for
>various cities he is working on. I can supply just about every town in
>Jefferson Co Ohio but this is not all he wants. Is there some place to
>locate this info?
>Thanks in advance!!
>
>Sandy Day
>Schiappa Library
>Steubenville, OH
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From Smith at ngsgenealogy.org Fri Sep 8 15:11:51 2000
From: Smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Stupidly Worded Question
Message-ID: <AB91B35CE10BD411B92E00902773C23F07E97D@hecate.liebgott.com>
Sorry guys! I just sent a badly worded question about dates for the census.
Yes, they are at the top of the page. There are questions about the dates
for a particular census in the Orangeburg District that are reportedly
addressed on a SC web page. Oh well, maybe next week will be better.....
Dereka Smith
NGS
From diane at kovacs.com Mon Sep 11 12:10:48 2000
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: "Genealogical Research on the Internet" Sept.

26 12-2EDT(11-1)CST.

Message-ID: <v04220825b5e2a618887f@[192.168.1.14]>
Live Online Web-based Workshop:

Genealogical Research on the Internet

Agenda
Live Online Meeting Day 1 Lecture: Doing Genealogy Research on the
Internet: An Introduction
(includes overview of Donovan Ackley's excellent Genealogy Gleanings
and collection on the OPLIN Web site.
http://www.oplin.lib.oh.us)
Web-based Activities
Activity 1. Vital Records Online & Indexes (based on participant's
country and state of origin) (click on the state of your choice for
this activity):
Activity 2. Locating a Family Name in the 1880 Census Sample.
Activity 3. USGenWeb
Activity 4. Locating A Family Name in the GENDEX WWW Genealogy Index
and the GenSeeker - RootsWeb Site Search
Activity 5. Locating A Family Name in the Social Security Death
Records through Ancestry.com or Familytreemaker.com
Activity 6. Using the NARA (National Archives and Records
Administration)
NAIL Microfilm Publications Search
Activity 7. Family History Research at the LDS Site
More information at http://www.kovacs.com/training.html
Overview
Using a hands-on approach, obtain knowledge you need to find
genealogical resources on the Internet. The scope of coverage of
resources will be international. International and State-wide
coverage will be customized to the registered participant's countries
and states of origin.
Plan on at least one to one and one half hours for each online
activity for a total of 4-6 hrs of hands-on work. Lecture,
discussion and overview time will vary. When online live time is
scheduled it will be 2 hrs.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people want to learn about using the
Internet to genealogical research. No genealogical research
experience is expected.
Participants should know how to use e-mail. The Instructors will
assist participants to use Netscape or Internet Explorer to
participate in the real-time class and to interact with the Web-based
materials.
Schedule
This workshop is scheduled live online September 26
NOON-2:00 P.M. EDT (11:00-1:00 P.M. CST)
or
Schedule Arrangements for other small groups (minimum of 5 people)
may be made on an individual basis

by contacting the instructor.
Registration and Tuition
$75 - Class size is limited to 15 people per session
Arrangements for additional online live sessions will be made if
there are additional registrations.
Includes free access to Evaluating Internet Information
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Mechanisms for Instruction
Participants will interact through e-mail
with the instructors before and after the workshops.
Participants will meet live online for overview, lectures and discussions.
Participants will complete hands-on Web-based activities at
their own pace between and after scheduled online live meeting with
the guidance
and in consultation with the instructor.
Instructors will provide free training on using the Diversity
University MOO facility for real-time
communication Participants will connect to http://www.du.org:8888 for
real-time instruction.
Logins and passwords will be provided on
request after registration.
Java enabled Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher are required.
Instructor Diane K. Kovacs, Kovacs Consulting diane@kovacs.com

From ckluskens at yahoo.com Mon Sep 11 16:05:52 2000
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: another census puzzler - further
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-109612-5019-2000.09.05-18.40.21--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.us
f.edu>
References:
<LYR30815-2612-2000.08.25-00.01.14--janab#slip.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
<LYRIS-109612-5019-2000.09.05-18.40.21--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.us
f.edu>
Message-ID: <p04330102b5e2dd0591f7@[207.226.188.70]>
And in further response, the answer to what the census enumerators
were supposed to write down in each of the census columns - such as
the "puzzler" below - can be found in 200 YEARS OF CENSUS TAKING:
POPULATION AND HOUSING QUESTIONS, 1790-1990, which was originally a
Bureau of the Census publication and can still be found for sale from

some genealogical vendors.
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Adminstration
At 3:41 PM -0700 9/5/00, Jana Black wrote:
>WOW!
>
>6 replies in half an hour - thanks to one and all - the consensus is
>the same :
>
>M1 means 1st marriage
>M2 means second marriage
>
>Thanks,
>Jana
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: ckluskens@yahoo.com
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Claire Kluskens
ckluskens@yahoo.com

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Mon Sep 11 17:34:24 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Census totals
Message-ID: <39BD41D0.592B021D@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
Thanks to everyone for all the help. Some great answers were given.
Probably one of the best replies was from Bill Sowers at the State
Library of Kansas. He stated that the library has paper copies of the
1900 and 1910 US census which includes cities. He has offered to do a
search as long as I don't ask for too many. This should be very helpful.
Thanks to all who replied!
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From mmedward at earthlink.net Mon Sep 11 22:08:05 2000
From: mmedward at earthlink.net (Melissa Edwards)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: genealogy collection development and the future
Message-ID: <000801c01c55$e9791b80$bc902626@gpr1101>
I am currently pursuing a MLIS degree with a concentration on genealogy. I am in a
collection management class and am working on my term paper which focuses on the
future of genealogy collection development and the problems faced. I have seen

many articles on the use of the Internet as a tool to enhance collections, but I
would welcome any information on how the Internet has impacted YOUR genealogy
collections, and how do you see collections developing in the future?
Thanks for your help.
M. Edwards
mmedward@earthlink.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000911/47e880d9/
attachment.htm
From jloving at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us Mon Sep 11 21:47:33 2000
From: jloving at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us (Joyce Loving)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: African American Genealogy Workshops
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000911204733.008acb70@imail.slcl.lib.mo.us>
The Special Collections Department of the St. Louis
County Library is pleased to announce the opening of
a new collection called the Julius K. Hunter African
American Research Collection. The grand opening is
Wednesday Sept 20 at 10:00 at our library and you are
invited.
On Friday Sept 22 we are hosting a free workshop for
librarians and professional genealogists. Reginald Washington
from the National Archives will present "Using National
Archives Microfilm for African American Genealogical Research".
The workshop is 10-11:30, a break for lunch, and then 1-3:30. We
are repeating the workshop on Saturday for the General Public. The
workshops are free.
For more information see our web pages at
http://www.slcl.lib.mo.us/slcl/sc/jkh/sc_jkh_main.htm
for the workshop info see
http://www.slcl.lib.mo.us/slcl/sc/jkh/sc_jkh_wrkshp.htm
If you have any questions, please email me. We would love to have a
big crowd.
Joyce Loving, Manager
Special Collections
St. Louis County Library
jloving@slcl.lib.mo.us
314 994-3300 ext 241

From diane at kovacs.com Mon Sep 11 22:59:25 2000
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: African American Genealogy Workshops
Message-ID: <v04220815b5e33de33306@[192.168.1.14]>
Dear Joyce,

Congratulations! I wish I could come out to Missouri for this.
the workshop materials be online at all?

Will

Di
>For more information see our web pages at
>http://www.slcl.lib.mo.us/slcl/sc/jkh/sc_jkh_main.htm
>
>for the workshop info see
>http://www.slcl.lib.mo.us/slcl/sc/jkh/sc_jkh_wrkshp.htm
>
>If you have any questions, please email me. We would love to have a
>big crowd.
>
>Joyce Loving, Manager
>Special Collections
>St. Louis County Library
>jloving@slcl.lib.mo.us
>314 994-3300 ext 241
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web Training
diane@kovacs.com
- http://www.kovacs.com
Live Online Web-based Workshop: Nov. 7, 14, 21
"Designing and Implementing Web-based Training" http://www.kovacs.com
From SCP_SULLI at sals.edu Tue Sep 12 12:05:58 2000
From: SCP_SULLI at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Running Family Tree Maker CDs from a hard disk - Solved
Message-ID: <000912110558.becf@sals.edu>
A couple of months ago, I asked if anyone had solved the problem of multiple-CD
access in Family Tree Maker. We had purchased FTM 7 and some of their Family
Archives CDs, but the program would only recognize one drive.
After poking around in their config file, I saw a line which read
FamFinderCD=X:\
I finally had time to play around with it, and have come up with a crude but
workable (for us, anyway) solution.
Thanks to everyone who responded before, especially Larry Oathout of the
Lincoln Trail Libraries System for bringing the free Family Archive Viewer to
my attention at <http://www.familytreemaker.com/mallftw.html> and Michael
Lackhoff of the Fachhochschule Muenster for reminding me about the Start
command when I posted on LIBNT-L.
I have chosen to run the Family Archive Viewer from a batch file which copies
over a configuration file specifying the drive (partition) I want and then
starts FAV. I actually run this batch file from a shortcut (so I could get a
nicer icon - unless someone knows how to change the .cmd icon).
Upstate NY Records 1685-1910.cmd
-------------------------------@echo off
cd "C:\Program Files\FAV"
copy ftw-160.ini ftw.ini

(CD number used here)

start /max ftw
Note that although there are window coordinates in ftw.ini, running from a
batch file overrides them; hence the start /max.
There's a lot of commented-out garbage in ftw.ini which is not particularly
useful if all you want is to view the CDs. Here is all you need to do that:
ftw-160.ini
----------[Online]
ProductCode=65839sd
BrowserPath=C:\Program Files\Plus!\Microsoft Internet\IEXPLORE.exe
Browser=4
BrowserType=32
UniqueID=323839bd05cb3450b89f5706
InternetMenuSet=True
[Options]
FamFinderCD=X:\
[your drive letter here]
[Usage]
Launch=0
[increments when you use it, but copying resets it]
First=False
[Files]
LastFile=C:\Program Files\FAV\FAV.FTW
[Directories]
DataDir=C:\Program Files\FAV
[Preferences]
CueCards=4097
CacheSize=16384
InsertMode=True
AutoBackup=False
[some of this stuff may not be needed]
FileOverwrite=False
[I turned off AutoBackup but left the rest]
WindowX=-4
WindowY=-4
WindowCX=648
WindowCY=460
[InternetMenu]
InternetMenuNew=False
1=&Articles...|http://www.familytreemaker.com/cgi-bin/ftwmenu.cgi?f=art
2=&Biography Assistant...|http://www.familytreemaker.com/cgi-bin/ftwmenu.cgi?f=bio
3=&Message Boards...|http://www.genforum.com/
4=M&y Home Page...|http://www.familytreemaker.com/cgi-bin/ftwmenu.cgi?f=home
5=&Research Services...|http://www.familytreemaker.com/cgi-bin/ftwmenu.cgi?f=res
[FamilyFinderCD]
01600003=0|0|0|
[This is specific to each CD, and you'll need it to
avoid the message you get if it thinks you're viewing
it for the first time]
I have not tested this on an Internet-connected system; some of those Internet
Menu lines may not be needed.
If you're using some kind of menu system, you can probably come up with
something more elegant than a flock of batch files. For myself, I've spent
just about all the time I care to on this antediluvian software (but I'm open
to better suggestions).
Note that by doing some kind of drive mapping, you could probably store the CD
contents in a single partition and save space and drive letters. We have

20-gig disks and not quite enough CDs on this PC to exceed the limit, so I
haven't tried that. We'll be running this on NT4/SP6a, but I think this setup
should work with lower versions of Windows.
=====================================================================
Bob Sullivan <scp_sulli@sals.edu>
"I can only conclude that I'm
Schenectady County Public Library
paying off karma at a vastly
99 Clinton Street
accelerated rate"
Schenectady, NY 12305-2083
Cmdr. Ivanova, Babylon 5
(518) 388-4500 / Fax: (518) 386-2241
http://www.scpl.org
Schenectady County USGenWeb Coordinator
http://www.scpl.org/history
From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Tue Sep 12 13:42:37 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: genealogy collection development and the future
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6352-6819-2000.09.11-21.09.37--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.U
S@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000912124237.00803d10@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Melissa,
I think that the role of the Internet is still in an early stage of
evolution, and much remains to be sorted out.
Regarding patron behavior, I think what hasn't happened yet is the
development of a large of number of researchers blending virtual and
physical research. You have a large number of researchers, with resources
close at hand, which haven't developed a great enough need for remote
databases to warrant their learning new technology. On the other end, you
have an increasing number of researchers, many of them newbies, who have
used the Internet as the core database of their research in lieu of more
traditional, direct sources.
One has to differentiate between different functions of the Internet as
they influence research...
1) The communiciations aspect is really still paramount, as bulletin boards
and chat rooms provide key functions of query exchange, idea discussion,
and social validation that the network of societies, their newsletters and
other research organizations has long provided. In fact, I think it could
be argued that one outcome of the Internet's development will be that
genealogical societies may need to rethink some of the core parts of their
missions.
2) The database aspect is complex and will not necessarily be linear in its
development. That the development of electronic genealogical content has
occurred in parallel to the commercialization of genealogy cannot be
overstated. While altruism still resides in some quarters as researchers
recall their original research motive, i.e., to freely share the fruits of
their work, the siren call of profit whines ever more loudly. As in other
fields, various attempts to extract revenues from research, whether with
teasers (indexes only online), subscriptions, or other devices, can provide
enhanced remote access, but at a price which makes that access less
economical for local patrons who also have print resources available to them.
For libraries, pressures by Internet content providers to generate revenue
in tandem with information distribution poses a challenge, because
libraries' structure of information sharing is at odds not only with the

pay-for-play and other service models, but the control over information
that Internet providers are also trying to impose. Our experience
generally with Internet content providers is that their pricing structure
is at least several multiples more expensive than warranted, considering
the frequency of use those services would get in our library, and for a
service that, while providing some convenience, also brings additional
headaches (e.g., additional patron training, cumbersome software, annoying
copyright restrictions). This maybe works for the largest libraries, but
not for us.
We have also been loath to get on the CD-ROM database bandwagon, as CD-ROMs
are a submerging technology, and the quality of much work out there (e.g.,
IMHO, much FTM stuff) is still GIGO. However, it will likely make sense to
employ CD-ROMs in particular situations, such as census indices, the
Germans to America series, etc. where the benefits of 1)space saving for
2)works whose provenance and value are either a given (e.g., U.S. Census)
or already well established (e.g., Germans to America) at 3)a lower price
than print (provided you already have the hardware) make up for headaches
you take on.
It is very likely that the generational gap between computer-comfortable
novice searchers and more-experienced but less Net-savvy researchers will
narrow, though never completely. A parallel might be drawn with the
popularity of genealogical software, which in the mid-1980s might have been
predicted, but not to the degree we see today.
Excuse for the complete ramble in draft 1a, but you asked for it:) If
you'd like to discuss specific topics in greater depth offline, let me know.
At 09:08 PM 9/11/00 -0400, Melissa Edwards wrote:
>
collections developing in the future?
Thanks for your help.
>Edwards
--> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040

M.

"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Tue Sep 12 15:30:33 2000
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: genealogy collection development and the future
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-6195-6819-2000.09.11-21.09.37--MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.4.21L.0009121424490.4833-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
One very simple way the Internet has affected collection development is by
allowing/encouraging us to look for out-of-print titles. For instance,
I'm looking for county histories from the next county northwest of us,
from a county which I know was a source of many emigrants to our area,
and for a county further west settled by folks from here. I have bought

1890s Baedeker guides to northern Germany as well. (Can you tell that my
collection development statement refers to migration patterns?)
Good luck!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From egrundset at dar.org Tue Sep 12 16:33:52 2000
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: genealogy collection development and the futur
e
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF4864D4CC3@darmail.clark.net>
Mara Monroe makes an excellent point here. We have some very esoteric book
wants at the DAR Library, and I receive frequent requests from staff in the
building for some long out-of-print titles as new projects and publications
develop. We have been very pleased to find the vast majority of what we seek
on ABE and other such book exchanges. The titles may be listed by several
book sellers at varying prices, so it gives you the option of starting with
the cheapest and going until you get the title you want. We have found the
booksellers most cooperative and eager to sell us their stuff! It has also
facilitated orders to European countries for titles using credit card
payment. Naturally, reigning in one's buying is necessary when such a huge
"bookstore" is right at your finger tips!
Eric Grundset
DAR Library
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5392
-----Original Message----From: munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG [SMTP:munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG]
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 4:31 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: genealogy collection development and
the future
is by

One very simple way the Internet has affected collection development

allowing/encouraging us to look for out-of-print titles. For
instance,
I'm looking for county histories from the next county northwest of
us,
from a county which I know was a source of many emigrants to our
area,
and for a county further west settled by folks from here. I have
bought
1890s Baedeker guides to northern Germany as well. (Can you tell
that my
collection development statement refers to migration patterns?)

Good luck!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From saghs at texas.net Tue Sep 12 15:52:22 2000
From: saghs at texas.net (San Antonio Genealogical & History Society)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals Part 1
Message-ID: <39BE8976.E3FD5D9E@texas.net>
The attached list is part 1 of the duplicate periodical
holdings of the San Antonio Gen. & Hist. Soc., which we
have for sale or trade. Please contact us at
saghs@texas.net
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals1.rtf
Type: application/rtf
Size: 9108 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000912/
db166d01/SAGHSDuplicatePeriodicals1.rtf
From saghs at texas.net Tue Sep 12 15:53:52 2000
From: saghs at texas.net (San Antonio Genealogical & History Society)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: SAGHS duplicate periodicals part 2
Message-ID: <39BE89D0.21E4607D@texas.net>
The attached list is part 2 of the duplicate periodical
holdings of the San Antonio Gen. & Hist. Soc., which we
have for sale or trade. Please contact us at
saghs@texas.net
From saghs at texas.net Tue Sep 12 15:55:19 2000
From: saghs at texas.net (San Antonio Genealogical & History Society)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals Part 2
Message-ID: <39BE8A27.71DC11FC@texas.net>
The attached list is part 2 of the duplicate periodical
holdings of the San Antonio Gen. & Hist. Soc., which we
have for sale or trade. Please contact us at

saghs@texas.net
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals2.rtf
Type: application/rtf
Size: 9227 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000912/2f7c2a2a/
SAGHSDuplicatePeriodicals2.rtf
From saghs at texas.net Tue Sep 12 15:56:43 2000
From: saghs at texas.net (San Antonio Genealogical & History Society)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals Part 3
Message-ID: <39BE8A7B.5A27984A@texas.net>
The attached list is part 1 of the duplicate periodical
holdings of the San Antonio Gen. & Hist. Soc., which we
have for sale or trade. Please contact us at
saghs@texas.net
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals3.rtf
Type: application/rtf
Size: 9445 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000912/2811d7a7/
SAGHSDuplicatePeriodicals3.rtf
From saghs at texas.net Tue Sep 12 15:58:30 2000
From: saghs at texas.net (San Antonio Genealogical & History Society)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals Part4
Message-ID: <39BE8AE6.AB35A88E@texas.net>
The attached list is part 4 of the duplicate periodical
holdings of the San Antonio Gen. & Hist. Soc., which we
have for sale or trade. Please contact us at
saghs@texas.net
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: SAGHS Duplicate Periodicals4.rtf
Type: application/rtf
Size: 10018 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000912/9acb8a3a/
SAGHSDuplicatePeriodicals4.rtf
From kdm at ckls.org Tue Sep 12 16:02:25 2000
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Genealogy How To Videos
In-Reply-To: <LYR6180-8133-1998.12.22-16.26.08--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.acomp
.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200009122111.QAA21379@services.kansasweb.com>
Russ-Did you ever get a response to this question?

I'd be interested in hearing

the results, as well as hearing from you any "how to" videos you
particularly have liked.
At 04:29 PM 12/22/1998 -0500, you wrote:
>I recently received an advertisement for a videotaped television series
entitled "Family Historian" which appears to be produced, hosted, and for
sale (for $20.00/video) by Stephen Conte. All programs (55 total) are 30
minutes in length and are on varied topics such as "Using Local Sources",
"African-American Genealogy", "Genealogy for Adoptees", etc.
>
>Has anyone seen these videos? Are they worth purchasing by my library?
>
>Thanks for any information you can provide.
>
>Russ Pollitt
>Librarian
>Columbus Metropolitan Library
>Columbus, OH
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: KDM@CKLS.ORG
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
From agometz at gridusa.net Wed Sep 13 08:50:27 2000
From: agometz at gridusa.net (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Job in North Carolina
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000913072950.00a22450@mail.gridusa.net>
Dear List Members,
We have a position open for a general reference librarian at the Gaston
County Public Library in Gastonia, NC ( http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/ ). This
person will have special responsibility for our North Carolina collection
of genealogy and local history materials and service to genealogical
patrons. (Each staff member does general reference work and also focuses.
on particular areas.) Night and weekend work is required.
Gaston County has posted the listing at http://www.co.gaston.nc.us/ and an
application form which you can print and mail is also on that site. Only
the application can be submitted. The job is posted as closing on
September 22, but we expect this to be extended -- it's a standard county
default. The library hires as soon as we have found a suitable candidate.
The local history collection is very important to us and we are very
interested in increasing access to it. For a description of the
collection and links to our "Library Research Guides", see
http://www.glrl.lib.nc.us/glrlncc.htm .

Please feel free to ask for more information.
Anne Gometz
Head, Reference Services
"Mine and mine alone" -- may not represent county policy.

From SSeniawski at larm.lib.wy.us Wed Sep 13 20:47:27 2000
From: SSeniawski at larm.lib.wy.us (Sue Seniawski)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Family Bibles
Message-ID: <s9bfd9d7.089@larm.lib.wy.us>
We've been wondering if there is a good place in Dewey to classify family Bibles.
It seems our Bible records cover many families and many localities so 929.2 and
929.3 don't seem quite descriptive enough. Where do other libraries class these?

Sue Seniawski
Genealogy Specialist
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001
307-634-3561 ex. 132
SSeniawski@larm.lib.wy.us
>>> Claire Kluskens <ckluskens@yahoo.com> 08/25/00 07:56PM >>>
The Ohio Genealogical Society has a long tradition of collecting
family Bibles, and, when permitted, publishing the data therein.
The National Genealogical Society Library, Arlington, VA, would also
be an excellent repository.
Claire Kluskens
At 9:12 AM -0400 8/25/00, Sandy Day wrote:
>Hi:
><snip>
>I now have a new question.
>A patron yesterday asked me a question that has not been posed to me
>before. She is older and has a Family Bible and other personal items of
>genealogical value. She says that her family is definitely not
>interested in keeping any of these when she is gone. How many times have
>we all heard that? As I explained to her, when she is gone and the
>family goes through her belongings they will more than likely toss out a
>lot of these things. And then, more than likely, when they are older
>they will kick themselves for having done so.
>
>Her question to me was is there a place she can donate these items and
>confidently know they will be preserved. I told her that the only
>suggestion I had was that our library is not a depository for such items
>but we would love to copy the marriage records etc that is documented
>inside the bible. I also told her that the local historical asso. in our
>county may take it but I am not really sure that they would.
>Does anyone have any other ideas of what I could tell her?
>

>Thanks
>
>Sandy Day
>Schiappa Library
>Steubenville, OH
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: ckluskens@yahoo.com
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Claire Kluskens
ckluskens@yahoo.com

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: SSeniawski@larm.lib.wy.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-30726H@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From JKelsey at kshs.org Fri Sep 15 08:56:36 2000
From: JKelsey at kshs.org (Jane Kelsey)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Title information
Message-ID: <s9c1d653.078@mothra.kshs.org>
Can anyone tell me if the Centennial ed. 3 volume set of the DAR Patriot Index is
out of print. We are needing a set. I have searched the DAR web site and the DAR
magazine. Any help will be appreciated.
Sincerely,
Jane Kelsey
Librarian
Kansas State Historical Society
JKelsey@kshs.org

From dfiske at sprynet.com Fri Sep 15 17:51:35 2000
From: dfiske at sprynet.com (dfiske@sprynet.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Spooky Microfilm!!
Message-ID: <Springmail.105.969051095.0.27258800@www.springmail.com>
I had to dig through my notes to look this up, but
at the end of the census microfilm for Quaker Springs,
Saratoga County, New York, for 1870, there is a letter
from the census taker apoligizing for his inability to
learn the region in Germany where some immigrants had
come from. He says this is due to their poor English.
It follows the page stamped 447 on the reel of microfilm
I saw at Skidmore College. Is this on other prints of

the microfilm?
Sandy Day <daysa@oplin.lib.oh.us> wrote:
> Hi:
>I have a really different question to post to everyone. A patron just
>showed me a census microfilm that has some strange "photos" inserted >in between
some of the counties!
David Fiske

dfiske@sprynet.com

From jarupert at hotmail.com Sat Sep 16 00:49:00 2000
From: jarupert at hotmail.com (Janet Rupert)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: a lunatic?
Message-ID: <F192RBHZXFZ0stgr3SU00013e16@hotmail.com>
I'm Janet Rupert, a researcher from Columbus, Ohio, and I've come across an
interesting research problem. In Madison County, Ohio in 1856, an old
Scotsman by the name of Asa Oglesby may have been declared a lunatic.
However, the probate records were sealed at the time, and the records are
STILL SEALED 150 years later!
Has anyone come across this problem before?
Is there any way to view these records short of court hearing?
Suggestions please to my private e-mail: jarupert@hotmail.com
Thanks, Janet
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com.
Share information about yourself, create your own public profile at
http://profiles.msn.com.

From suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us Sat Sep 16 13:09:38 2000
From: suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us (suzanne.levy@co.fairfax.va.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Family Search CD-ROM Problems?
Message-ID: <014997ED3B25D411BEF400D0B774D77C0151EC92@ffxex07.co.fairfax.va.us>
We have been using Family Search for years and even upgraded the computer
once. Lately we are experiencing the computer locking up while using the
Ancestry File search. Once materials start loading our computer refuses to
do any more. Our computer tech people cannot find the problem and even added
additional memory to this computer which is dedicated to family Search and
has no internet access.
Has anyone else experienced this and found a solution?
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax Co. Public Library
From deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us Sun Sep 17 15:41:59 2000
From: deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us (Deb Keener)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: pine trees in cemeteries

Message-ID: <39C51077.10007405@wayne.lib.oh.us>
The question has been asked of me if there is some significance to pine
trees being planted in the center of cemeteries. A researcher has
noticed that in many cemeteries he has visited, there is a pine tree
(nonnative to the area) that has been planted. He was wondering if it
could mean everlasting life since it is an evergreen. Any thoughts
would be appreciated. Thanks.
Deb

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Mon Sep 18 09:29:20 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: a lunatic?
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6510-8269-2000.09.15-19.49.43-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000918082611.25756A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Fri, 15 Sep 2000, Janet Rupert wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

I'm Janet Rupert, a researcher from Columbus, Ohio, and I've come across an
interesting research problem. In Madison County, Ohio in 1856, an old
Scotsman by the name of Asa Oglesby may have been declared a lunatic.
However, the probate records were sealed at the time, and the records are
STILL SEALED 150 years later!

Actually, yes, sort of. I've learned that at the NY State Archives,
patient records from state hospitals are probably sealed forever. Just a
humble opinion here, but I suspect that there is no statute of limitations
on patient confidentiality.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo

From kathy.petras at medina.lib.oh.us Tue Sep 19 09:46:24 2000
From: kathy.petras at medina.lib.oh.us (Kathy Petras)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: Lunatic?
Message-ID: <39C7601F.E0F600A0@medina.lib.oh.us>
Dear Folks,
I had an ancestor who I knew died in a lunatic asylum. When I went
to the County Archives to get his paperwork, I was told by the clerks
that if I asked for his commitment papers, they would have to refuse my
request. But if I used the index, located the correct records and then
viewed them, they wouldn't stop me! They had requested an
interpretation
of the patient confidentiality laws from a local judge and this is what
he had
come up with. It worked for the clerks, who really just wanted to help
people find their records. And I got my ancestors committment records!

Kathy Petras

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Sep 19 09:50:20 2000
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: a lunatic
References: <LYRIS-6419-9038-2000.09.19-00.01.27-LNAUKAM#MCLS.ROCHESTER.LIB.NY.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39C7610C.951F47FF@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
In the early 1980's I was able to see an incompetency file from the
1860's. However, another county denied access to even the indexes! It
would seem that regardless of laws, that there is individual variation
at work.
-Larry Naukam
Head of Acquisitions
Rochester Public Library
Monroe County Library System
Rochester NY
From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Tue Sep 19 10:46:29 2000
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:53 2003
Subject: a lunatic?
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-6195-8269-2000.09.15-19.49.43--MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.4.21L.0009190943180.34474-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
Our local mental institution was only founded in 1873 and they still have
all patient records. They will give info--but you have to explain your
relationship & therefore right to know. They are decent about not
requiring birth certificates from the days when there weren't any etc.
Most patrons are led to them by the census, but sometimes by guardianship
or committment proceedings.
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From behill at victoria.lib.tx.us Tue Sep 19 13:16:04 2000
From: behill at victoria.lib.tx.us (Barton Hill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Confederate Military Service Records
Message-ID: <000801c0225d$4abbabd0$278ad5c6@victoria.lib.tx.us>
Does anyone know what the descriptor R&F followed by a number represent in the

"Remarks" section of the index card of a Confederate Military Service Record?
checked several sources but none list what this "R&F" means.
Thanks in advance. Barton Hill Victoria Public Library
Victoria, TX
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000919/
e8b3c30d/attachment.htm
From l.m.boyd at juno.com Wed Sep 20 08:45:41 2000
From: l.m.boyd at juno.com (Lauren M Boyd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: a luntic?
Message-ID: <20000920.074541.-151933.0.l.m.boyd@juno.com>
Dear listmembers:
It is my understanding that confidentiality rights end with your death.
Dead folk have no rights. Perhaps they are waiting for proof of death?
: ) Perhaps you can present a "medical reason" to have the records
opened. Many courts will issue such an order.
Regards,
Lauren
On Tue, 19 Sep 2000 00:01:27 -0400 "Librarians Serving Genealogists
digest" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu> writes:
> GENEALIB Digest for Monday, September 18, 2000.
>
> 1. Re: a lunatic?
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------->
> Subject: Re: a lunatic?
> From: "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu>
> Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2000 08:29:20 -0400 (EDT)
> X-Message-Number: 1
>
> On Fri, 15 Sep 2000, Janet Rupert wrote:
>
> > I'm Janet Rupert, a researcher from Columbus, Ohio, and I've come
> across an
> > interesting research problem. In Madison County, Ohio in 1856, an
> old
> > Scotsman by the name of Asa Oglesby may have been declared a
> lunatic.
> > However, the probate records were sealed at the time, and the
> records are
> > STILL SEALED 150 years later!
>
> Actually, yes, sort of. I've learned that at the NY State Archives,
> patient records from state hospitals are probably sealed forever.
> Just a
> humble opinion here, but I suspect that there is no statute of
> limitations
> on patient confidentiality.
>
>

I

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on
t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo

--END OF DIGEST
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: l.m.boyd@juno.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From JKelsey at kshs.org Wed Sep 20 12:11:48 2000
From: JKelsey at kshs.org (Jane Kelsey)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Access to medical records etc.
Message-ID: <s9c89b9a.048@mothra.kshs.org>
This thread has been going a number of days now.
laws vary from state to state.

It is important to remember that

Depending upon the state laws access to medical records and adoptions will vary.
In some states access may be granted by a judge. The death date of the individual
and the years since death may not be a factor in access to the record.
Researchers need to understand the laws of the state in which the research is being
done.
Jane Kelsey

From SCP_SULLI at sals.edu Wed Sep 20 19:46:35 2000
From: SCP_SULLI at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Scanning very large items
Message-ID: <000920184635.10ce3@sals.edu>
I'm looking for some basic information on what would be involved in scanning
larger material (such as atlases). The specifics for my atlases are 54 pages
from 3 books averaging 18 x 28 inches. I have a colleague at another library
who also wants to know - she has some schematics which are about 2 x 3 feet.
I hope we'll be getting a large-format (12x17) scanner here at some point, but
that would still require a lot of piecing together. I'd like to have each page
scanned to a 600-dpi TIFF and put on CD-ROM. Eventually, I'd like to use Mr.

SID (http://www.lizardtech.com) to put all of these on our Web site, but right
now I need to find out how much something like this costs so I can con someone
into funding it.
Thanks for any suggestions and warnings.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org

From pkeroack at yahoo.com Wed Sep 20 21:30:47 2000
From: pkeroack at yahoo.com (paul keroack)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: FHL microfilm purchases
Message-ID: <20000921033047.22990.qmail@web117.yahoomail.com>
To the listers:
Could anyone who has done this advise me on a source
(address, phone, etc.) to contact the Family History
Library of the LDS in order to inquire about
purchasing some reels of microfilm for the library I
work for. Are there specific procedures or
requirements for this? I know which reels I want to
purchase and have the film numbers (I'll want to know
the cost as well).
Sincerely,
Paul Keroack,
reference librarian, Norwalk Public Library, CT
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send instant messages & get email alerts with Yahoo! Messenger.
http://im.yahoo.com/
From rogerhkb at mdarchives.state.md.us Thu Sep 21 09:22:47 2000
From: rogerhkb at mdarchives.state.md.us (Roger Kizer Ball)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: genealib digest: September 20, 2000
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-108168-9736-2000.09.21-00.01.37--rogerhkb#mdarchives
.state.md.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000921081634.00abe370@archive5.mdarchives.state.md.us>
This is a reply to "scanning very large objects"
You probably would be better off out-sourcing the scanning since you don't
have many pages and the equipment to scan large objects is very expensive.
I just had a company demonstrate a product that is an interesting
alternative to LizardTech's MrSid. Rather than use a proprietary format and
require a browser plug-in they allow you to use any image format and
manipulate the image on the server. They are a new company looking for
clients so they might be willing to let you use their software at no cost
initially. The company is AXS Technology and the product is called EyeSpy
(<http://www.axs-tech.com>).
At 12:01 AM 9/21/00 -0400, you wrote:
>GENEALIB Digest for Wednesday, September 20, 2000.
>

>1. Re: a luntic?
>2. Access to medical records etc.
>3. Scanning very large items
>4. FHL microfilm purchases
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Subject: Re: a luntic?
>From: Lauren M Boyd <l.m.boyd@juno.com>
>Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2000 07:45:41 -0700
>X-Message-Number: 1
>
>
>Dear listmembers:
>
>It is my understanding that confidentiality rights end with your death.
>Dead folk have no rights. Perhaps they are waiting for proof of death?
>: ) Perhaps you can present a "medical reason" to have the records
>opened. Many courts will issue such an order.
>
>Regards,
>
>Lauren
>
>On Tue, 19 Sep 2000 00:01:27 -0400 "Librarians Serving Genealogists
>digest" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu> writes:
> > GENEALIB Digest for Monday, September 18, 2000.
> >
> > 1. Re: a lunatic?
> >
> > ---------------------------------------------------------------------> >
> > Subject: Re: a lunatic?
> > From: "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu>
> > Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2000 08:29:20 -0400 (EDT)
>
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>
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X-Message-Number: 1
On Fri, 15 Sep 2000, Janet Rupert wrote:
> I'm Janet Rupert, a researcher from Columbus, Ohio, and I've come
across an
> interesting research problem. In Madison County, Ohio in 1856, an
old
> Scotsman by the name of Asa Oglesby may have been declared a
lunatic.
> However, the probate records were sealed at the time, and the
records are
> STILL SEALED 150 years later!
Actually, yes, sort of. I've learned that at the NY State Archives,
patient records from state hospitals are probably sealed forever.
Just a
humble opinion here, but I suspect that there is no statute of
limitations
on patient confidentiality.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*

> > "What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on
> > t-shirt]
> > Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
> > Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > --> >
> > END OF DIGEST
> >
> > --> > You are currently subscribed to genealib as: l.m.boyd@juno.com
> > To unsubscribe send a blank email to
> > $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>________________________________________________________________
>YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
>Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
>Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
>http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Subject: Access to medical records etc.
>From: "Jane Kelsey" <JKelsey@kshs.org>
>Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2000 11:11:48 -0500
>X-Message-Number: 2
>
>This thread has been going a number of days now. It is important to =
>remember that laws vary from state to state. =20
>
>Depending upon the state laws access to medical records and adoptions =
>will vary. In some states access may be granted by a judge. The death =
>date of the individual and the years since death may not be a factor in =
>access to the record.
>
>Researchers need to understand the laws of the state in which the research =
>is being done.
>
>Jane Kelsey
>
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Subject: Scanning very large items
>From: Robert Sullivan <SCP_SULLI@sals.edu>
>Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2000 18:46:35 -0400
>X-Message-Number: 3
>
>I'm looking for some basic information on what would be involved in scanning
>larger material (such as atlases). The specifics for my atlases are 54 pages
>from 3 books averaging 18 x 28 inches. I have a colleague at another library
>who also wants to know - she has some schematics which are about 2 x 3 feet.
>
>I hope we'll be getting a large-format (12x17) scanner here at some point, but
>that would still require a lot of piecing together. I'd like to have each
>page

>scanned to a 600-dpi TIFF and put on CD-ROM. Eventually, I'd like to use Mr.
>SID (http://www.lizardtech.com) to put all of these on our Web site, but right
>now I need to find out how much something like this costs so I can con someone
>into funding it.
>
>Thanks for any suggestions and warnings.
>
>Bob Sullivan
scp_sulli@sals.edu
>Schenectady County Public Library (NY)
http://www.scpl.org
>
>--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>Subject: FHL microfilm purchases
>From: paul keroack <pkeroack@yahoo.com>
>Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2000 20:30:47 -0700 (PDT)
>X-Message-Number: 4
>
>To the listers:
>Could anyone who has done this advise me on a source
>(address, phone, etc.) to contact the Family History
>Library of the LDS in order to inquire about
>purchasing some reels of microfilm for the library I
>work for. Are there specific procedures or
>requirements for this? I know which reels I want to
>purchase and have the film numbers (I'll want to know
>the cost as well).
>Sincerely,
>Paul Keroack,
>reference librarian, Norwalk Public Library, CT
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?
>Send instant messages & get email alerts with Yahoo! Messenger.
>http://im.yahoo.com/
>
>
>
>-->
>END OF DIGEST
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: rogerhkb@mdarchives.state.md.us
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Roger H. Kizer Ball
rogerhkb@mdarchives.state.md.us
Archives of Maryland On-Line
http://www.archivesofmaryland.net
Maryland State Archives
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
410.260.6417
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Thu Sep 21 09:45:19 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003

Subject: Scanning very large items
References: <LYRIS-109639-9643-2000.09.20-18.52.15-jmcmullin#alexandria.lib.va.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39CA02DF.80249F99@alexandria.lib.va.us>
The Alexandria Library, Special Collections purchased a planetary (overhead)
scanner in May. We received 2 bids. One for a Minolta PS 7000 and the other for a
Bookeye A2 scanner. Prepare for sticker shock. The bids came in $15K- -$20K, and
included installation, the correct SCSI card, etc...these are no off the shelf
scanners from your local office supply place. The equipment was installed to a
brand new pc purchased independently.
The scanner we purchased has a scanning surface up to 17 x 23, will correct for the
curvature of open books and uses a TWAIN (the other standard is ISIS which I was
not familiar with and which our editing software could not work with) compliant
interface with Visioneer Paperport to capture the image...you can set up to 600 dpi
and save in your required file format. From there you can import to an image
editing package such as PhotoShop, LViewPro, etc.
I don't know about digitizing even larger items.
If you have some digitizing & image editing experience already with a flatbed, you
are a step ahead and know what questions to ask.
You might want to visit some computer/library trade shows to see how this equipment
works. At the present time the technology is b/w, no color in this price range.
Bob, if you want more information, a copy of our "Request for Price Quotation,"
please let me know.
Joyce
Robert Sullivan wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm looking for some basic information on what would be involved in scanning
larger material (such as atlases). The specifics for my atlases are 54 pages
from 3 books averaging 18 x 28 inches. I have a colleague at another library
who also wants to know - she has some schematics which are about 2 x 3 feet.
I hope we'll be getting a large-format (12x17) scanner here at some point, but
that would still require a lot of piecing together. I'd like to have each page
scanned to a 600-dpi TIFF and put on CD-ROM. Eventually, I'd like to use Mr.
SID (http://www.lizardtech.com) to put all of these on our Web site, but right
now I need to find out how much something like this costs so I can con someone
into funding it.
Thanks for any suggestions and warnings.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jmcmullin@alexandria.lib.va.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street

Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Online Indexes and Research Guides:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/index.htm
Special Collections Online Exhibits:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Thu Sep 21 09:21:37 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: FHL microfilm purchases
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6352-9708-2000.09.20-23.31.32--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.U
S@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000921082137.007d6180@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Paul,
I have a Microfilm Permission/Purchase Agreement form here from LDS with an
address and phone: Microform Sales, 50 E. North Temple St., Salt Lake City,
UT 84150-3400, 801-240-1290.
I presume they can provide you with this form and a copy of their Microform
Sales Policies, of which I also have a copy. But it's not as easy as just
sending in your money.
You have to fill out the form, then send it to the record's custodian, so
the custodian can give you permission to purchase the item. The custodian
may be the original owner of the filmed document, or the custodial
repository which had it when it was filmed (e.g., the State Historical
Society of Wisconsin for older naturalization records). After the
custodian returns the form to you with permission granted, you can THEN
submit the form to LDS with $ for purchase. According to the policy sheet,
custodian information is included in the Family History Library Catalog.
I can fax you a copy of the form (2 pages), the policy sheet (1 page), and
a cover letter sent to a colleague of mine who explained this to ME (1
page), if you'd like. Good luck!

At 08:30 PM 9/20/00 -0700, paul keroack wrote:
>To the listers:
>Could anyone who has done this advise me on a source
>(address, phone, etc.) to contact the Family History
>Library of the LDS in order to inquire about
>purchasing some reels of microfilm for the library I
>work for. Are there specific procedures or
>requirements for this? I know which reels I want to
>purchase and have the film numbers (I'll want to know
>the cost as well).
>Sincerely,
>Paul Keroack,
>reference librarian, Norwalk Public Library, CT
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?

>Send instant messages & get email alerts with Yahoo! Messenger.
>http://im.yahoo.com/
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Sep 22 11:59:17 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: A minor gripe
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000922104458.15201A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi, gang,
I'm sure this audience knows better, but today I scoured the websites of
more than one major library in hopes of finding their postal addresses
and came up empty-handed. Nothing in their "About the library" pages.
Nothing in their "Our services and collections" pages.
I had a patron without internet access who wished to send a postal
request, and I did not have any print library directories handy. (And
these were overseas libraries, making the correct address more essential.)
Those of you with library websites might want to make sure your users
don't have to work very hard to figure out how to write to you.
Thanks for letting me vent!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo

From dockene at nypl.org Fri Sep 22 12:16:33 2000
From: dockene at nypl.org (dockene)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: A minor gripe
Message-ID: <0014E626.C21343@nypl.org>
Hello,
I second this advice and would like to add that a telephone number
should equally be provided for those seeking more information. Not
everyone has e-mail and even those that do sometimes want a quicker

response.
David Ockene
______________________________ Reply Separator _________________________________
Subject: [genealib] A minor gripe
Author: "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu> at Internet
Date:
09/22/2000 10:59 AM

Hi, gang,
I'm sure this audience knows better, but today I scoured the websites of
more than one major library in hopes of finding their postal addresses
and came up empty-handed. Nothing in their "About the library" pages.
Nothing in their "Our services and collections" pages.
I had a patron without internet access who wished to send a postal
request, and I did not have any print library directories handy. (And
these were overseas libraries, making the correct address more essential.)
Those of you with library websites might want to make sure your users
don't have to work very hard to figure out how to write to you.
Thanks for letting me vent!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: dockene@nypl.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
From washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us Tue Sep 26 11:36:48 2000
From: washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us (Middle Georgia Regional Library Genealogical and Historical Room)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: A minor gripe
References: <LYRIS-7750-10199-2000.09.22-11.26.20-washingg#mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39D0B480.1714B967@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us>
September 26, 2000

Please include the hours of operation. There is a website called Web Design
Guidelines for Public Libraries, http://www.capecod.net/epl/guidelines.html which
is
applicable for all libraries historical Societies and Archives.

Muriel Jackson
Washington Memorial Library
Genealogical & Historical Room
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA 31201
dockene wrote:
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Hello,
I second this advice and would like to add that a telephone number
should equally be provided for those seeking more information. Not
everyone has e-mail and even those that do sometimes want a quicker
response.
David Ockene
______________________________ Reply Separator _________________________________
Subject: [genealib] A minor gripe
Author: "Cynthia M. Van Ness" <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu> at Internet
Date:
09/22/2000 10:59 AM
Hi, gang,
I'm sure this audience knows better, but today I scoured the websites of
more than one major library in hopes of finding their postal addresses
and came up empty-handed. Nothing in their "About the library" pages.
Nothing in their "Our services and collections" pages.
I had a patron without internet access who wished to send a postal
request, and I did not have any print library directories handy. (And
these were overseas libraries, making the correct address more essential.)
Those of you with library websites might want to make sure your users
don't have to work very hard to figure out how to write to you.
Thanks for letting me vent!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: dockene@nypl.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: washingg@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From cbarkley at city.virginia-beach.va.us Tue Sep 26 13:14:43 2000
From: cbarkley at city.virginia-beach.va.us (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Re staffing
Message-ID: <s9d09338.057@smtpgw.city.virginia-beach.va.us>
I neglected to keep the address of the original request for information relating to
size of city and staffing for genealogical services. Would the person who was
collecting this information please contact me as I'd like to obtain any results
that can be shared.
Thanks
Carolyn

Carolyn L. Barkley
Central Librarian
Virginia Beach Public Library
4100 Va. Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452-1767
757-431-3072

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Tue Sep 26 20:28:32 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Genealogy Talk]
Message-ID: <39D13120.E69B7179@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Folks,
Here's a good one from Dean Debolt. If you ever get to hear him
in person, he really tells some funny stories. Go for it! He is an
excellent
speaker!
Sharon Centanne
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: Dean DeBolt <ddebolt@MAIL.UWF.EDU>
Subject: Genealogy Talk
Date: Tue, 26 Sep 2000 14:39:02 -0500
Size: 4026
Url: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000926/
ae8d0d16/attachment.eml
From hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us Wed Sep 27 21:55:46 2000
From: hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler Kelly)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009272051580.20321-100000@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
Hello,
Since genealogists tend to do the bulk of microfilm reader/printer use in
my library, I thought I'd start with this list.

Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm prints
made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
We had a patron today who printed over 700 pages from a microfilmed
family history. Yes, his tab was well over $200, and yes, one of our
printers eventually got the "out of order" sign.
Thank you,
Heidi
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8566
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Thu Sep 28 09:35:08 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
References: <LYRIS-109639-11786-2000.09.27-21.56.57-jmcmullin#alexandria.lib.va.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <39D33AFC.2621051@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Heidi & ListAt our library, during peak periods when people are waiting, we reserve the option
to limit users of the microfilm r/ps to one hour. The reality is that we have not
had to actually apply the option. When staff announces to users that the one hour
clock just started to tick, usually one or another will say they are about to
finish up and a spot opens in 15 - 20 minutes.
If someone came in and wanted to use our equipment to print out that quantity of
material, it wouldn't be a problem...would more than pay for a new toner cartridge.
Joyce
<major snip>
Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm prints
> made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
> limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211

FAX: 703.706.3912
Online Indexes and Research Guides:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/index.htm
Special Collections Online Exhibits:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Thu Sep 28 09:51:29 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Digital Photograph Duplication Service
Message-ID: <39D33ED1.2557DF96@alexandria.lib.va.us>
ColleaguesSince many of our departments include local history & photograph
collections, I will start here.
We have an extensive collection of photographs and provide a duplication
service wherein the patron can obtain a studio quality reproduction of a
print in the collection. This involves our use of an out-of-house photo
studio. The patron pays the 1) studio charge as well as 2) a use fee
based on the use to be made of the photo, i.e., personal, publication,
advertising, etc.
Recently we have offered the option of providing the patron with a
digital file, prepared in-house to their specification, i.e., file
format, dpi, size, etc. To date, we only charge the use fee for the
image. We are considering the implementation of a "digitization fee"
(since there would be no studio charge) to capitalize on the library's
equipment and staff skill. Anybody out there in our situation? Have
you applied a fee to this service? What does your library charge?
Joyce
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Online Indexes and Research Guides:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/colls.html
Special Collections Online Exhibits:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.html

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Thu Sep 28 10:18:57 2000
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6352-11786-2000.09.27-21.56.57--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.
US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000928091857.007d2180@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Heidi,

This does bring up an interesting philosophical point. Genealogists
happen, by the enthusiasm they bring to the subject, to be one of those
patron groups that dare to come close to testing the "tragedy of the
commons" theory, i.e., the tendency to abuse/overuse a free and/or
subsidized good.
I don't think one can institute any absolutes, and would suggest that any
restrictions reflect limitations that heavy use by one person imposes on
others' access to use, rather than as a punitive measure against the heavy
use per se. For example, if this is the only reader-printer you have, you
might impose a time limit on how long the machine can be used, so others
can play too. Were you on your last toner cartridge, you might impose a
short-term limit on the number of copies used...but otherwise, if your copy
fee covers (at least substantially) the cost of supplies, is that heavy use
necessarily a bad thing?
One of our library's greatest tests of resource use is genealogical
interlibrary loan, where some patrons have been tempted by the free
availability of newspaper microfilm from the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. SHSW addressed this on their end by imposing a six film limit
per person (in process and in hand combined) at any one time. In their
case, they may have been concerned that they have only one circulating copy
of any particular film--again, limiting access to a particular source.
If you're concerned about wearing out machines prematurely, maybe surcharge
copies made above a certain quantity per day (and hope your patron doesn't
resort to subterfuge to get around the surcharge:) Good luck!
At 08:55 PM 9/27/00 -0500, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>Hello,
>
>Since genealogists tend to do the bulk of microfilm reader/printer use in
>my library, I thought I'd start with this list.
>
>Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm prints
>made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
>limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
>
>We had a patron today who printed over 700 pages from a microfilmed
>family history. Yes, his tab was well over $200, and yes, one of our
>printers eventually got the "out of order" sign.
>
>Thank you,
>
>Heidi
>
>^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
>Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
>Local History Librarian
>Wichita Public Library
>223 S. Main St.
>Wichita, KS 67202
>316-261-8566
>hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DLITZER@SCLS.LIB.WI.US

>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From majm1 at nsh.library.ns.ca Thu Sep 28 13:40:19 2000
From: majm1 at nsh.library.ns.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-111867-11786-2000.09.27-21.56.57-majm1#nsh.library.ns.ca@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.1000928123155.54906A-100000@ponyx.nsh.library.ns.ca>

Yike, 700 pages!
At the Halifax Regional Library, here in Halifax,Nova Scotia, Canada, we
do not limit the amount of photocopies, per say. We do point out the
CanCopy agreement which determines limits of photocopying copyrighted
materials. After that, it is a self policing policy, since we do not have
the staff to stand over each patron to ensure they are following CanCopy
regulations. Did the microfilm have any copyright restrictions. You may
want to check with the original institution which held the microfilm.
There may well be restrictions. Enforcing them is another messy situation
altogether.
We do, however, limit time on the microfilm printer. Each patron is
requested to look at the microfilm first on a manual reader to determine
which pages they wish to copy. We then move them over to the printer for
actual copying. Since we only have one working printer at the moment,
this is strictly enforced. If someone happens to go on a printer and we
do not see what time that person began, we give them a half hour
"notice". In other words, they have a half hour to finish their search.
After everyone has had a chance to use the printer, then anyone can go
back on, but again, for just half an hour. Since the printer is used
quite heavily here, there usually isn't time for one person to abuse the
machine.
Hope this provides you with some guidance,
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
Nova Scotia, Canada
On Wed, 27 Sep 2000, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
> Hello,
>
> Since genealogists tend to do the bulk of microfilm reader/printer use in

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

my library, I thought I'd start with this list.
Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm prints
made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
We had a patron today who printed over 700 pages from a microfilmed
family history. Yes, his tab was well over $200, and yes, one of our
printers eventually got the "out of order" sign.
Thank you,
Heidi
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8566
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From orthde at oplin.lib.oh.us Thu Sep 28 13:55:20 2000
From: orthde at oplin.lib.oh.us (Deborah Orth)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6331-11786-2000.09.27-21.56.57-ORTHDE#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1000928125053.22872A-100000@epicurus>

On Wed, 27 Sep 2000, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
Since genealogists tend to do the bulk of microfilm reader/printer use in
my library, I thought I'd start with this list.
Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm prints
made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
We had a patron today who printed over 700 pages from a microfilmed
family history. Yes, his tab was well over $200, and yes, one of our
printers eventually got the "out of order" sign.
Thank you,
Heidi

Heidi,
We don't have a limit on copies, but we do have a limit on microfilm
machine use. We are a small library, and many times during the summer
especially, we have people waiting to use the two machines that we have.
We have instituted a one hour limit when someone else is waiting to use
the machine.
Debbie Orth
Norwalk Public Library
Norwalk, OH

From mra33611 at excite.com Thu Sep 28 14:04:43 2000
From: mra33611 at excite.com (MRA33611@excite.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: microfilm question
Message-ID: <18107710.970171483824.JavaMail.imail@cheeks.excite.com>
We don't limit the number of copies a customer can make from a
reader/printer. Users have to pay to print -- there is a 25 cents charge
per page. The only limit is time (1/2 hour if others are waiting). We have
a sign-in sheet which everyone must sign-in so we can document the use of
our equipment. For those who are "waiting" for reader/printers, they can
sign-in with their anticipated time of use, which we enforce... . But
usually, people are willing to relinquish their reader/printers if they've
been using them long and someone is waiting.
Manny Arocho
John F. Germany Public Library
History & Genealogy Department
Tampa, FL

On Thu, 28 Sep 2000 12:55:20 -0400 (EDT), Deborah Orth wrote:
>
>
> On Wed, 27 Sep 2000, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>
> > Hello,
> >
> > Since genealogists tend to do the bulk of microfilm reader/printer use
in
> > my library, I thought I'd start with this list.
> >
> > Do any of you implement a limit (daily or otherwise) on microfilm
prints
> > made per patron? If you have a policy that is written to reflect this
> > limit, I would appreciate a copy or an excerpt.
> >
> > We had a patron today who printed over 700 pages from a microfilmed
> > family history. Yes, his tab was well over $200, and yes, one of our
> > printers eventually got the "out of order" sign.

> >
> > Thank you,
> >
> > Heidi
>
> Heidi,
>
> We don't have a limit on copies, but we do have a limit on microfilm
> machine use. We are a small library, and many times during the summer
> especially, we have people waiting to use the two machines that we have.
> We have instituted a one hour limit when someone else is waiting to use
> the machine.
>
> Debbie Orth
> Norwalk Public Library
> Norwalk, OH
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: mra33611@excite.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
...
M. R. Arocho
mra33611@excite.com
Leave me a toll-free voice mail or fax!
1-888-392-4832, ext. 291-349-0616

_______________________________________________________
Say Bye to Slow Internet!
http://www.home.com/xinbox/signup.html

From amm at vlc.lib.mi.us Thu Sep 28 20:19:21 2000
From: amm at vlc.lib.mi.us (Anna Mae Maday)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Arkansas
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.4.21.0009281911530.28781-100000@valley.vlc.lib.mi.us>
Hello to those librarians in Arkansas
I just came across this reference from an index someone did of
one of our early newspapers
Saginaw Evening News May 8, 1905 pg. 5
It said lumber interests change Blissville and Little Rock
and Desha & Chicot counties in Arkansas. Governor Bliss
and A. F. Cook founded lumber company and towns.
Former Michigan Governor Aaron T. Bliss of Saginaw had
lumber interests in Saginaw and Michigan, and we would be

interested in receiving any information that sheds light
on this, especially about "Blissville" which we can add to
our files.
And if anyone would like a copy of this article let me know
and we can send a copy of it. I have not seen the entire
article myself yet, just a card with this basic info.
Thanks.

Anna Mae Maday
Eddy Historical & Genealogy Collection
Hoyt Public Library
505 Janes Ave
Saginaw MI 48607
amm@vlc.lib.mi.us
517-755-9827

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Fri Sep 29 10:22:03 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Digital Photograph Duplication Service-Summary
Message-ID: <39D4977B.BF995FDA@alexandria.lib.va.us>
ColleaguesYesterday I inquired of the group as to institutional charges for the
preparation of digital copies of photographs. I received 4 responses
which I summarize below. Respondents, thank you for taking the time.
Note: All charge for the storage/delivery medium, i.e., floppy disk, zip
disk, CD-ROM, etc. These charges range from $1.50 for a floppy, to
$14/$15 for zip disk, to $5 for CD-ROM. Most have a use/license charge.
------Response #1 - public library
First ten images are free, each image thereafter $.75
------Response #2 - public library
$5.00
------Response #3 - state historical society
$3.25 low resolution - i.e., web work
$20.00 high resolution - i.e., publication
------Response #4 - state historical society
$15.00
$50 - 24 hour rush on digital files
------For the record, our library will be charging $10.
--

Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Online Indexes and Research Guides:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/index.htm
Special Collections Online Exhibits:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu Fri Sep 29 11:47:49 2000
From: RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Connecticut State Library Closed Nov. 15
Message-ID: <s9d47363.084@po.cslib.org>
The Connecticut State Library, including the Library for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped, the Middletown and Willimantic Library Service Centers, and the State
Records Center, will be closed all day on Wednesday November 15th for staff
training, and will reopen at regular hours on November 16th.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6521
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us Fri Sep 29 12:27:14 2000
From: jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Last Call! Librarians Serving Genealogists
Conference, Salt Lake City,
Sep 5
Message-ID: <s9d47ca5.097@FSDPL01.denver.lib.co.us>
Did not get to attend the pre-conference in Salt Lake. Could some one share their
experience with the rest of us.
JKJeffrey
Denver Public Library
>>> Drew Smith <dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu> 08/25/00 03:11PM >>>
Note: The following message is forwarded on behalf of Ray Matthews:
---------- Forwarded message ---------The Utah Library Association
and
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Invite you to
LIBRARIANS SERVING GENEALOGISTS

PRE-CONFERENCE
to the FGS/UGA Conference
When:
Place:

Tuesday, 5 September 2000
7:45 a.m. registration and breakfast
8:15 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. conference sessions
Wyndham Hotel, Salt Lake City
(between Symphony Hall and Delta Center)

There are still 20 available seats and time to register!!
*
*
*
*
*
*

The seminar is free
Continental breakfast provided courtesy of HeritageQuest
Time to visit with fellow librarians
Lunch on your own at nearby food courts and restaurants
Visit behind-the-scene operations at the Family History Library
Half-block from TRAX stops; pay parking across the street

Topics and Speakers:
Short preview of digital U.S. Census products by HeritageQuest
"Collections and Services of the Family History Library"
Staff members of the Family History Library, Salt Lake City
"Something for Everyone: Reference Service for Genealogists"
Curt Witcher, President-elect, National Genealogy Society
Manager for the Historical Genealogy Dept.,
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne, Indiana
"Genealogy and Interlibrary Loan"
Pam Hall, Chair, Librarians Serving Genealogists
Indian River County Library, Vero Beach, Florida
"Genealogy is Not Dead in Small and Rural Public Libraries"
Nola K. Magneson, Salt Lake Co. Public Library, Kearns
Bev Norton, Brigham Young University, H.B. Lee Library
"Preservation Primer: Steps for Protecting Family Records"
Randy Silverman, President, Utah Library Association
Preservation Librarian, University of Utah Marriott Library
To Register:
Please send an email message or fax to Anne Wuehler
(wuehlerac@ldschurch.org; Fax: 801-240-3718). This registration is separate
from registration for the Federation of Genealogical Societies Conference,
Sep 6-9.
To help us plan sufficient space, please let us know your:
Name:
Library/business:
Position:
Mailing address:
Phone:
Fax:

Email:
I will be attending the day-long session:
I would like a short tour of the FHL:

___

yes ___ no
___ yes
___ no

Please register no later than Wednesday, August 30.
QUESTIONS? E-mail to Anne Wuehler, or call 801-240-2089
Thank you.
Ray Matthews
ULA Genealogy Round Table, Vice-chair
Utah State Library
Email: rmatthew@state.lib.ut.us
Voice: 801-715-6752

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jjeffrey@denver.lib.co.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-109276P@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From WFarley at ci.leesburg.fl.us Fri Sep 29 15:38:13 2000
From: WFarley at ci.leesburg.fl.us (Wendy Farley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Duplicate material
Message-ID: <810D173425A3D111A3C500E029059097776683@mercury>
Dear List
Our library has the following duplicate genealogy material that we will send
to a good home for cost of postage.

ANCESTRY TRAILS
April, 1995
AMERICAN GENELAOGIST
v. 73
no. 1

1998

ANCESTRY'S REDBOOK
CITRUS TREE
v. 4
v. 5

no. 3
no. 2

CIVIL WAR
Issue 51,

1995

CONNECTICUT NUTMEGGER
v. 18
no. 1,3,4

1997
1999

1985-86

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
v. 126
no. 3-8
1992
DAR LIBRARY CATALOG (1982)
FAMILY TREE (ELLEN PAYNE ODOM GENEALOGY LIBRARY)
v. 6
no. 3
1996
v. 8
no. 6
1998-99
v. 9
no. 4
1999
v. 10
no. 2
2000
FILSON CLUB HISTORY QUARTERLY
v. 64
no. 4
1990
FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
v. 52
July
1973
FLORIDA STATE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY (FSGS NEWSLETTER)
v. 8
no. 4
1990

Wendy Farley
Leesburg Public Library
204 North Fifth Street
Leesburg FL 34748
wfarley@ci.leesburg.fl.us

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Sep 29 16:34:08 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Great moments in librarianship
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000929151614.9666A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Since my last message to this list was grumpy (well-hidden postal
addresses at library websites), I thought I ought to redress that by
offering a little amusement for the end of the week.
No doubt we all have some great moments in librarianship, featuring gaffes
and blunders that we can only laugh about. Here's mine:
I live in a neighborhood with a high level of civic participation. So
when one of my neighbors, a university professor who I'd butted heads with
over traffic issues in our area, called to ask if she could bring her
class to my department for an introduction to our local history
collection, I readily obliged, determined to make a good impression as a
fellow intelligent professional. (So that my disagreement with her
couldn't easily be dismissed as ignorance or irrationality, of course.)
So, day of tour arrives, Dr. _____ and I are totally cordial to each
other, and I take her students around the room discussing various
resources of interest for their projects. I show them indexes, maps &
atlases, microfilms, etc., which takes over a half hour.
As I'm winding up my remarks, I discover that my fly is broken and was

unzipped the entire time.
home.

Those slacks went right in the trash when I got

Perhaps you also have a great moment in librarianship to share.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"What if the Hokey-Pokey really is what it's all about?" [seen on t-shirt]
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Shameless self-promotion: http://lookup.at/buffalo

From pkeroack at yahoo.com Fri Sep 29 19:28:14 2000
From: pkeroack at yahoo.com (paul keroack)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: FHL microfilm
Message-ID: <20000930012814.10074.qmail@web117.yahoomail.com>
Thank you to several listers who responded to my
question as to how my library could purchase films
from the Family History Library system. I have now
received the proper forms from Ms. Susan Wilhelm of
the Genealogical Society of Utah.
Sincerely,
Paul Keroack,
reference librarian, Norwalk Public Library (CT)
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Photos - 35mm Quality Prints, Now Get 15 Free!
http://photos.yahoo.com/
From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Sat Sep 30 11:12:13 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: set of books to share!
Message-ID: <39D5F4BD.822DACDF@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I have been given a set of books that we already have. I am willing to
donate them to the first respondant that wants them:
Officical Roster of Ohio Soldiers, Sailors and Marines WWI, complete 23
volume set!!
All I need is postage to be reimbursed. This set is not perfect
condition but has all its binding in place and there does not appear to
be any pages missing.
I can supply you with a sampling of the information included in this set
but it is an excellent set to have on hand.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Sat Sep 30 14:25:28 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Books to give away
Message-ID: <39D62208.6C555818@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
The books I had on WWI have already found a home, my thanks to everyone
who replied. I am glad to give them a good home.
Sandy
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From csellers at japl.lib.in.us Sat Sep 30 16:00:26 2000
From: csellers at japl.lib.in.us (csellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:54 2003
Subject: Acquisitions Outside the US
Message-ID: <39D6546A.6DE44A90@japl.lib.in.us>
Greetings,
I would like to
of Germany from
I have a title,
on book sellers

add to my library's collection an atlas for the area
which ancestors of many of our local residents came.
ISBN, etc., but can find the item listed online only
outside the U.S.

Our acquisitions person (usually verrrry good) just shrugs after
trying B&T and, when I persist, asks, "What do your suggest?" Being
the farmer's daughter, I could only suggest using a library credit
card with one of the foreign booksellers online. That did not get a
response.
I feel sure some of your institutions make such acquisitions regularly
... or possibly know sources within the U.S. for such items (since a
friend tells me the postage on the item may be as much as the $15
price tag).
Is my request unrealistic for a (relatively) small library?
someone tell me how such items usually are acquired?
Please reply to me & not the list.

TIA!

Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers <csellers@japl.lib.in.us>
Local & Family History Librarian
Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street / Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812.522.3412 x224 / Fax 812.522.5456
http://www.seymour.org/library/infosrvc/lfh/lfhentry.htm

Can

